Directive outlaws alcohol

by Terry Keene
News Editor

Dean of Students John Macheca ruled Monday that students under 21 years of age will not be allowed to consume alcoholic beverages on campus.

The directive was issued to comply with two recent Indiana Court decisions that regulate sale and service to minors. The directive outlawed all hall and social events and limited enforcement procedures against underage drinkers that run as high as an assessment of $20 for serious violations.

Coming in the wake of two recent Indiana court decisions, the directive by the Dean of Students is an attempt to comply with those decisions which extend legal liability for underage drinking to anyone who has knowledge of its existence.

In the two-page statement to rectors and hall staffs Macheca wrote, "By virtue of our responsibilities to the state, the institution and the students, we will not only respect the law but also confront those who don't. Our rules and regulations, as well as our procedures must be consistent with the laws of the State of Indiana."

The directive is a complete reversal from last year's drinking and party guidelines which allowed underage drinking in moderation. Macheca argued that the university had no choice in abolishing underage drinking because of the new law.

In the two-page statement to rectors and hall staffs Macheca wrote, "We've looked at every alternative and everybody we've talked to feels we don't have any choice," Macheca explained.

The ruling leaves some area for students under 21 to drink alcohol. Macheca admitted that under certain circumstances rectors and RA's cannot be expected to know that minors are drinking.

"If something is so conspicuous as to be obvious to any reasonable person that you have an abuse of alcohol and if we have good reason to believe there is a violation of university rules, we have a right and obligation to become involved," he said.

The ruling leaves some area for students under 21 to drink alcohol. Macheca admitted that under certain circumstances rectors and RA's cannot be expected to know that minors are drinking.

"If a student is in his room and is not 21 years old and drinking a beer," he said, "there's no way I can be expected to know that.

Both Macheca and Paczeny emphasized that the new ruling will be enforced on a hall-to-hall basis. Staffs in each hall will be asked to establish enforcement policies for members of that hall. Only those in-cidents which are serious or occur outside the residence hall will be handled on the University level.

...See page 2

Football suspensions- no criminal matter

by Tom Drape
Editor-in-Chief
and
Geoff Corgan
Sports Editor

Six Notre Dame Football players were suspended from the University for at least two semesters during the summer session. The official university statement said the action followed, "a serious violation of University rules."

In separate statements yesterday, Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh, University president and Ara Parseghian, head football coach, emphasized that the suspensions did not involve a criminal matter.

An investigation by John Macheca, Dean of Students, resulted in the suspension of six student athletes. Five other students were placed on one year probation. Those names were withheld by the University.

The incident occurred on July 3 in Stanford Hall and resulted in the suspension of six student athletes. Five other students were placed on one year probation. Those names were withheld by the University.

An investigation by John Macheca, Dean of Students, resulted in the suspension of six student athletes. Five other students were placed on one year probation. Those names were withheld by the University.

Both Macheca and Paczeny emphasized that the new ruling will be enforced on a hall-to-hall basis. Staffs in each hall will be asked to establish enforcement policies for members of that hall. Only those incidents which are serious or occur outside the residence hall will be handled on the University level.
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Students dislike calendar

by Fred Graver
and Al Rutherford
Observer Editors

In an Observer survey of 280 students conducted yesterday 85 per cent of those polled favored reconsideration of the current university Academic Calendar.

The poll, which included a random sampling of upperclassmen, sought to ascertain the student's feelings about the present calendar situation. Of the students who were asked whether the pre-Labor Day start affected their summer earnings, 68 per cent answered yes and 32 per cent answered no.

Among those students who claimed a loss in summer earnings, 11 per cent claimed a loss of $600, 25 per cent claimed a loss of $100-250, and 27 per cent lost more than $200 as a result of the pre-Labor Day start.

Off-campus students were polled to see if the early return caused them to pay one extra month's rent. Only 5 per cent reported that their landlord was charging them for August, while 73 out of the 86 off-campus students polled, or 85 per cent, stated that they were not charged for an extra month. Some did say, though, that they were asked to pay for an extra week or four extra days rent as a result of the early return.

In response to a question asking whether students preferred this year's pre-Labor Day start to last year's, 90 per cent answered yes and 10 per cent answered no.

Senior Bar status still up in air

by Fred Graver
Contributing Editor

In a letter sent yesterday to the Notre Dame Alumni Club, the office of Student Affairs has offered to operate the Senior Bar for the coming year, according to Fr. David Schlafer, Director of Student Activities.

The operation of the Senior Bar is presently under temporary suspension by the National Board of the Alumni Club. Many members feel that the Senior Bar, which occupies a building originally intended for use as an Alumni Club, is too much of a liability to the Alumni Organization. Other factors in the suspension are the recent financial and organizational problems with the previous Senior Bar management.

A prime difficulty in exchanging operation of the Bar is the liquor license, which is presently held by the Alumni Club. The Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Commission may veto the exchange of the license, or prohibit the Student Affairs office from obtaining a new one.

Brother Just Paiscezzy, Vice-President of Student Affairs, has stated that "at the moment, there is no rumor or reason to believe the Senior Bar is closing." He added that the questions of where, when, and under what management the bar would be operating are up in the air.

Survey shows

Students dislike calendar
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Dean of Students issues alcohol directive

(continued from page 1)

"Just as with any minor situation we like to see them worked out on the hall level," said Macheca, "Only if it is a serious matter will it be handled at a university level.

Paczesny wants to leave the enforcement to the halls. "The halls themselves can set up some sort of sanctions," he said.

No concrete provisions have yet been made for enforcement of the new ruling outside the halls. Notre Dame Security has not been instructed to perform any additional tasks in keeping minors from drinking.

"There have not been any instructions to Security," said Paczesny. "We are thinking mainly in terms of the hall staffs."

In leaving the enforcement of the alcohol provisions to the individual halls, both Macheca and Paczesny saw little occasion for the maximum fine of $50 being assessed against a student violator.

"We hope that in most cases all that would be necessary is a reprimand," said Paczesny.

"Hopefully the fine is a common sense thing," Macheca said. "It would depend on the severity of the situation. A $50 fine is not going to be your first alternative."

Impact on Students

The alcohol guidelines adopted by the Student Life Council last year remain in effect for students over 21, Macheca said. However, he estimated the effect saw the result of the new ruling over all as undermining any progress made within last year's guidelines.

"From the standpoint of where we were last year, there's no question that this inhibits our ability to be able to use the social aspect of drinking as educational," Macheca said. He is hopeful that students can "challenge one another to find more creative ways of socializing."

Student Bars

In the directive underage students are warned of rumored crackdowns at local bars frequented by students. It stated: "local reports indicate an imminent crackdown on individuals using illegal (false) identification for the purposes of acquiring, consuming, etc. alcoholic beverages."

"From the standpoint of where we were last year, there's no question that this inhibits our ability to be able to use the social aspect of drinking as educational."
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In the area of enforcement, the Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Commission has warned that they are planning a crackdown on any sort of beer or liquor promotion on state college campuses. Any alcoholic beverage advertising in campus newspapers or programs is included in the ban. Further local reports indicate an imminent crackdown on individuals consuming, etc., alcoholic beverages. On August 35, 137 people were arrested, charged with frequenting a place of public nuisance and fined an average of $49, as a result of being involved in a party where alcohol laws were violated. A clearer understanding of the state of Indiana's current enforcement policies is being sought from the respective governmental departments that have those responsibilities.

Counsel for the University concurs that with the Indiana law as it now stands, the above policy is the only alternative we have. A Notre Dame law school faculty member after generally researching the problem indicated that there was indeed no way the University, by its policies or by its actions, could approve the violation of Indiana law.

While the value of the educational aspects of a program which maximizes the integration of social life with campus life is not overlooked, the legal factors must prevail. Even more apropos this year is last year's statement, "We must challenge one another to find more creative ways of socializing." The alcohol guidelines are still in effect but only for those situations where the students participating are all 21 years of age or over.

**Conclusion:** The University is limited in its flexibility by the laws of the state of Indiana. Other institutions such as ours in Indiana have similar limitations. Their policies are complimentary ours.

For those students who use alcohol, our ongoing concerns are that when they use alcohol they should not abuse it, themselves or others and that they comply with the laws of the states.

---

**Source:** The observer, Wednesday, August 28, 1974

**Title:** Directive On Use Of Alcohol

---

**Situation:** The University is located in the state of Indiana where the legal drinking age remains 21. In short distance from where the state of Michigan allows persons 18 years of age to legally use alcohol. At last report, 27 of the fifty states from which our students come have lowered their legal drinking age 18 to 19 or 19, some with limitations, (i.e. 3.2 percent beer, beer and wine only, etc.)

**Policy:** By virtue of our responsibilities to the state, the institution and the students, we will not only respect the law but also confront those who don’t. Our rules and regulations, as well as our procedures, must be consistent with the laws of the state of Indiana. Beyond the state law we have our own rules which accept the use of alcohol "in moderation."

**Background:** The Brottan vs. Richard decision with the Indiana Court of Appeals April 1974 forced a review of the University’s alcohol policy based on the ramifications of that decision. Since that time all inquiries and attempts to assess the situation have indicated that the above policy is both the right and the only position the University should take. The state judiciary has further defined Indiana’s interpretation of the seriousness with which they regard the alcohol laws in the recent Reeves decision.

"South Bend Tribune, August 15, 1974

"Court Upholds Delinquency Ruling

"An adult can be guilty of contributing to the delinquency of a minor drinking alcoholic beverage without actually offering it to him, the Indiana Court of Appeals ruled Wednesday.

"The appeals court affirmed the conviction of Alvin Reeves in Morgan Superior Court, saying he took no steps to 'discourage or halt' the drinking by a 16-year-old boy.

**Campbell to serve subpoenas on Nixon**

Los Angeles UP - U.S. Marshal Gaylord Campbell said Tuesday he probably will serve two subpoenas on former President Richard Nixon "within the next few days." In keeping with his previous statements, Campbell would not disclose when or where he will serve the documents.

"Serviced of the subpoenas on Mr. Nixon probably will take place within the next few days," he said.

Campbell said he received instructions Tuesday from Chief U.S. Marshall Wayne D. Colburn saying, "The time is right to serve the subpoenas."


The second subpoena, which Campbell received Monday, requires Nixon to make a deposition for a civil suit in Charlotte, N.C., against Haldeman and others.
New Academic Code passed

by Fred Graver Contributing Editor

The Academic Code presented to students at yesterday's registration proceedings were the center of a great deal of controversy during its development last year. This edition of the Code is the first compilation of rules and regulations directing academic behavior in the University's history.

The original version of the Academic Code was drawn up last year by Father Burtchall, Provost of the university, and the deans of each college in the university. The proposals of the code were made public on April 28 of last year, when Academic Commissioner Chris Nedeau released to the Observer the strategy that the Student Academic Commission was planning to use in debate at future Academic Council meetings.

At that time, the main issues surrounding the calendar were: additional fees for credit hours taken over a seventeen-hour limit in the College of Arts and Letters and in the Freshman year of studies. Students in the Colleges of Business and Engineering were limited, under this proposal to eighteen hours per semester.

mandatory class attendance on each class day before and after vacations, Dean B. J. McCombs, by requiring that all students attend class before and after vacations, and by increasing the number of classes before and after vacations, he hoped that the university would be more attractive to students.

the controversial points were the fact that the Academic Code was not a codification of existing regulations, but a compilation of the code. "This was not a codification of existing regulations," Nedeau said, "Many of them have been changed." Another over-all controversial point centered on the lack of student input on the compilation of the Code.

Opinions between university administrators and college deans were somewhat diversified over the controversial points in the code. The rationale behind the extra tuition charge for additional credit hours was explained by Assistant Provost William Burke as being a way to keep positions open in some courses that become overcrowded when students choose them as their sixth or seventh course. Dean Thompson, of the College of Arts and Letters, denied statements that the limit was placed to discourage students from attempting to graduate in three years. In defending the need for mandatory class attendance before and after vacations, Dean Thompson said, "The University has an obligation to see that somebody's here, frequently before a break you can shoot a cannon down the hall and nobody would get hit."

Thompson disagreed with the charge that the limit would interfere with a teacher's right to conduct his class independently. The Dean's List revisions proved a center point for conflicting positions. Professor John Houck of the College of Business Administration pointed out that "We take in better people, obviously we should have better people coming out." The Deans explained the raise as being necessary to maintaining credibility and honor to the achievement of a place on the list.

In defending the need for mandatory class attendance before and after vacations, DeanApplication for admission by the March 15 deadline. The student must submit a letter of application with a copy of the official transcript, a statement of purpose, and three letters of recommendation. All applications must be submitted by the March 15 deadline.

The application fee is $50, which is non-refundable. The School of Law requires all applicants to submit a statement of purpose. This statement should be no longer than one page and should address the applicant's legal aspirations and how the applicant plans to contribute to the School of Law. The statement should also include information about the applicant's background and experiences.

The School of Law uses a holistic approach to evaluating applicants. The School of Law considers academic performance, extracurricular activities, leadership roles, community service, work experience, and personal qualities when evaluating applicants.

The School of Law offers a variety of financial aid options, including scholarships, grants, and loans. Applicants are encouraged to apply for financial aid when submitting their application.

The School of Law does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or disability in its educational programs or activities. The School of Law is committed to the principles of equal opportunity and affirmative action.

For more information, please visit the School of Law's website or contact the Admissions Office at (312) 572-3020.
At Saint Mary's

Hickey foresees active administration

"We begin the year with an acting academic administration, but that Administration would like to place the emphasis on the word acting, that is, it is not just a caretaker, it does not see its role as this, and will be an administration that acts, which active in giving encouragement and support to individuals and departments in our mutual commitment to well-conceived and carefully planned experiment and development.

These were Dr. William Hickey's, acting president of Saint Mary's College, opening words as he greeted the 1974 faculty forum on August 22. As he spoke, Dr. Hickey focused on four different areas of Saint Mary's governance, academic, administrative, and development. Concerning governance, Dr. Hickey stated that the revisions, now underway, of the College by-laws and the Principles of Corporate Organization for the Congregation of the Holy Cross will be discussed with all College academic and administrative personnel.

"For the first time," Dr. Hickey continued, "faculty and administration will have a clear, defined statement of the relationships between the Congregation of the Sisters of the Holy Cross, and Saint Mary's College, and of the powers and functioning of the College's Board of Regents."

Dr. Hickey likened Saint Mary's College to a "mini-university" because it offers five degree programs in seventeen different academic departments. Within these, there is a B.A. degree in nineteen areas and a B.S. degree in eight.

"The picture for Saint Mary's College is extremely bright," Dr. Hickey told the faculty members as he discussed the academic future. This year's freshman class is one of the largest in the College's history, with 324 students representing 40 states and eight foreign countries.

"Our full-time enrollment for the academic year 1974-75 will be 1,646, an increase of 166 over the past academic year," he continued.

"We experienced during the past year one of the lowest percentages of withdrawals from the College in any of the previous years."

Dr. Hickey also noted an increase of 12 per cent in the number of full-time faculty at the liberal arts college, from 99 to 110. Twenty-one of these full-time members are new to Saint Mary's this year.

"Assuming a steady enrollment with no drastic changes, major concentration of the student body in the coming years, the financial picture of Saint Mary's College should remain stable, aside from those inflationary effects being experienced by the entire economy," said Dr. Hickey about the financial situation.

"During the past two years our endowment income has more than tripled from an amount just under one million to $3,975,000 at the end of our fiscal year in May, 1974," he reported.

Dr. Hickey predicted a stable financial picture for the current year, partly due to the higher than expected enrollment figure. He cautioned, however, that only with careful planning and adequate maintenance of control will the College continue to operate in a steady manner.

"As we consider the many factors which will certainly have an impact on the financial future of Saint Mary's College, it is evident that the College will be increasingly dependent on sources of income other than tuition revenue," stated Dr. Hickey as he moved into the development aspect of the Catholic women's college. The monthly average of unrestricted giving has increased during the past year from $11,114 to $12,980, according to the acting president.

The College's program in grants and foundations has resulted in an increase from $17,000 in 1973-74 to $231,000 in 1974-75 (this figure includes the Lilly Grant of $75,000 for support of the Northern Indiana Consortium for Education), he further commented. There are a number of large grant proposals being submitted, including a $100,000 challenge grant to the Ford Foundation.

Development grant to the National Institutes of Health for the nursing program, and a renewal to the National Science Foundation for the Michiana Math Project. Also, the College intends to resubmit the Lilly Grant proposal.

"To say we are most optimistic about our future would, indeed, be an understatement. Saint Mary's has the characteristics and commitments so essential for an institution of higher education moving into the seventies and eighties. Saint Mary's has been meeting challenges for 130 years; we are convinced that society needs the kind of contribution we can provide. Moreover, we expect Saint Mary's to continue as a quality education institution because of the combined and cooperative efforts of the Sisters of the Holy Cross, the Board of Regents, the alumnas and parents, the faculty, the student body and administrative staff. We continue to believe that the future belongs to those who act," stated Dr. Hickey in closing.

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT EXPANDING YOUR FUTURE?

Success in a life choice today demands more than ever the right preparation. Education, of course, is essential. But even though you complete the requirements for degrees, professional employers are searching for individuals who can rapidly advance into the managerial fields. Employers are looking for LEADERS, and Army ROTC is one of the ways you can gain this leadership experience.

Army ROTC offers that "something more" to the college man or woman looking to expand his or her future.

The total time requirements of ROTC account for little in your academic workload, and no commitment is incurred until your Junior year. While you're looking at our program and deciding if we can offer you something, we will be looking at you. If we're both satisfied we can offer each other something, upon graduation you will receive a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army Reserve. In return, you'll be required to serve on active duty for two years. The training, experience, and ability to manage people will give you that "something more" employers seek.

Try us—call 283-6264 or 6265, or visit the Army ROTC office in Building No. 5. You'll get the facts.
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Students await Campus View completion

by Jim Winters and George Velosco Staff Reporters

Over 150 Notre Dame students are still awaiting completion of 80 furnished Campus View apartment units leased to them last spring for occupancy this fall.

Jim Kleiser, an assistant manager of Campus View, predicted that half of the unassembled units would be completed by September 15, and the remainder would be ready by September 30. However, the construction superintendent, John Weiler, did not foresee completion of the project until mid-October.

Fr. Thomas Tallarida, director of Off-Campus Housing, considers both estimates overly optimistic. He predicted that it will take a month or more to complete only the 68 already leased apartments. Students will occupy finished apartments while nearby units are being completed.

"It's going to be a bad place for some kids to live while construction is going on," Tallarida said.

Students awaiting completion of their apartments are being housed by the developers in Stoneridge Garden Apartments. No rent will be charged for this week, but Tallarida said the students are without desks or chairs and are sleeping on mattresses on the floor.

In July, the developers predicted 46 completed apartments by the opening of school. Tallarida continued. Later the estimate was lowered to 34, still far above the 8 actually completed.

Tallarida credited the Campus View developers for "trying to be realistic in containing inability to provide a realistic completion deadline."

Those students placed in alternative housing face a barren existence until the Campus View apartments are complete. (photo by Zeaon Bidzinski)

Saint Mary's greets largest frosh class

by Terry Keeney News Editor

St. Mary's welcomed its largest freshman class in history this weekend as 934 women arrived for the fall semester. The arrival of the class of 1978 brings the total enrollment at Saint Mary's to 1649.

The incoming students hail from 40 states and 7 countries. Illinois bears the distinction of being the largest state with a total of 151 students.

In keeping with a national trend this year, St. Mary's freshman class will have more students from the local Michiana area. Twenty-seven students will commute as day students while other area natives will live on campus.

The class is mostly divided between graduates of public schools and private Catholic schools. Two hundred fifty-nine students were graduated from public high schools while 226 are private and/or Catholic school alumni.

This year's freshmen are career-oriented in their intended studies at St. Mary's, according Admissions Counselor Mary Anne Madden. Madden pointed out that the Nursing program now in its second year of operation leads all other intended majors. It is followed in order by education, English and business as the most popular fields of study.

Madden believes that the St. Mary's class of 1978 is very career conscious, noting that only 12 students (or 1 percent) did not declare an intended study. More women have a definite idea of what they expect from their college education, she believes.

"I think the students today, especially women, are more aware of career opportunities available to them and of the job market," Madden said.

Academically the incoming freshman class is well qualified. "The quality of the students is very high," Madden noted.

Dessert night at St. Mary's tonight

A special dessert night will be the highlight of a 3-hour orientation program to acquaint the women on the Notre Dame and St. Mary's campuses. This featured event is scheduled for Wednesday, August, 28 at 7:00 p.m. in Stapleton Lounge, Le Mans Hall at St. Mary's.

After the sweets are served, tours of the campus will be offered for those not familiar with the grounds.

A free concert follows the other activities located on Lake Monon Island across the library at 8 p.m. All members of the ST. Mary's and Notre Dame communities are cordially invited to attend the concert.

For information call Mary Sonneborn at 4782.

We Believe A Stereo System Should Sound Better At Home Than It Does On Paper.

If you have $400-500 to put into a stereo system, there are lots of really good receivers and record players to choose from, but very few speakers that hold up their all-important end of the system. Which is why some systems wind up sounding less impressive at home than they did in the advertisement.

We sell The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker because it turns this situation upside down. Not only do a pair of Smaller Advents sound as good as you (and we) had hoped, but well beyond unreasonable expectations. There is just nothing remotely like them.

The Smaller Advents were designed to sound good in every respect, including frequency bandwidth, as any speakers of any price. Test reports in both High Fidelity and Stereo Review magazines agree that their response and overall performance would be noteworthy in any speaker, regardless of size or cost.

To understand just how much of a difference these speakers make in what you actually can hear for your money, come in and listen to the systems we've built around a pair of them.
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The Week's Count

St. Mary's freshmen beat the all-women mark at Notre Dame. The frosh class contains 934 members this year, compared to 841 last year.

The frosh class is 40 percent larger than last year's. The incoming students hail from 40 states and 7 countries. Illinois bears the distinction of being the largest state with a total of 151 students.

Tallarida predicted that half of the unassembled units would be completed by September 15, and the remainder would be ready by September 30. However, the construction superintendent, John Weiler, did not foresee completion of the project until mid-October.

Fr. Thomas Tallarida, director of Off-Campus Housing, considers both estimates overly optimistic. He predicted that it will take a month or more to complete only the 68 already leased apartments.

"It's going to be a bad place for some kids to live while construction is going on," Tallarida said.

Tallarida credited the Campus View developers for "trying to be realistic in containing inability to provide a realistic completion deadline."

Those students placed in alternative housing face a barren existence until the Campus View apartments are complete. (photo by Zeaon Bidzinski)

Saint Mary's greets largest frosh class

by Terry Keeney News Editor

St. Mary's welcomed its largest freshman class in history this weekend as 934 women arrived for the fall semester. The arrival of the class of 1978 brings the total enrollment at Saint Mary's to 1649.

The incoming students hail from 40 states and 7 countries. Illinois bears the distinction of being the largest state with a total of 151 students.

In keeping with a national trend this year, St. Mary's freshman class will have more students from the local Michiana area. Twenty-seven students will commute as day students while other area natives will live on campus.

The class is mostly divided between graduates of public schools and private Catholic schools. Two hundred fifty-nine students were graduated from public high schools while 226 are private and/or Catholic school alumni.

This year's freshmen are career-oriented in their intended studies at St. Mary's, according Admissions Counselor Mary Anne Madden. Madden pointed out that the Nursing program now in its second year of operation leads all other intended majors. It is followed in order by education, English and business as the most popular fields of study.

Madden believes that the St. Mary's class of 1978 is very career conscious, noting that only 12 students (or 1 percent) did not declare an intended study. More women have a definite idea of what they expect from their college education, she believes.

"I think the students today, especially women, are more aware of career opportunities available to them and of the job market," Madden said.

Academically the incoming freshman class is well qualified. "The quality of the students is very high," Madden noted.

Dessert night at St. Mary's tonight

A special dessert night will be the highlight of a 3-hour orientation program to acquaint the women on the Notre Dame and St. Mary's campuses. This featured event is scheduled for Wednesday, August, 28 at 7:00 p.m. in Stapleton Lounge, Le Mans Hall at St. Mary's.

After the sweets are served, tours of the campus will be offered for those not familiar with the grounds.

A free concert follows the other activities located on Lake Monon Island across the library at 8 p.m. All members of the ST. Mary's and Notre Dame communities are cordially invited to attend the concert.

For information call Mary Sonneborn at 4782.

We Believe A Stereo System Should Sound Better At Home Than It Does On Paper.

If you have $400-500 to put into a stereo system, there are lots of really good receivers and record players to choose from, but very few speakers that hold up their all-important end of the system. Which is why some systems wind up sounding less impressive at home than they did in the advertisement.

We sell The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker because it turns this situation upside down. Not only do a pair of Smaller Advents sound as good as you (and we) had hoped, but well beyond unreasonable expectations. There is just nothing remotely like them.

The Smaller Advents were designed to sound good in every respect, including frequency bandwidth, as any speakers of any price. Test reports in both High Fidelity and Stereo Review magazines agree that their response and overall performance would be noteworthy in any speaker, regardless of size or cost.

To understand just how much of a difference these speakers make in what you actually can hear for your money, come in and listen to the systems we've built around a pair of them.
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SU sponsors book exchange

Tired of spending exhorbitant prices for new books? Or are you tired of prapsing around campus in search for somebody selling used books?

The Student Union is sponsoring a used book exchange program to facilitate the buying and selling of books among students. The exchange is scheduled from August 27 to September 1, in the off-campus office of La Fortune Student Center.

Students who wish to sell their textbooks and paperback books should drop them off at the office on Tuesday, August 27, or Wednesday, August 28, with their name, address and selling price on the book. Any unsold books may be picked up on Monday night, September 3 along with the money from books that were sold.

Students interested in buying books can purchase them at these appointed hours:

- Tuesday, August 27: 1 to 5 p.m.
- Wednesday, August 28: 1 to 10 p.m.
- Friday, August 30: 1 to 5 p.m.
- Sunday, September 1: 1 to 5 p.m.

The book exchange is a non-profit group organized solely for convenience in book-buying and selling. La Fortune Student Union handle over $2000 without charging a commission for any books sold. Again this year the SU will try to sell most of the books at no commission.

Female transfer students due to live in basement of Farley

by Mary Reher Staff Reporter

Eight female transfers to Notre Dame are currently living in the Farley Basement Motel due to a lack of rooms. In an attempt to increase the female enrollment this fall the university admitted about 60 girls last summer with only ten available beds. The Housing Office anticipates several cancellations that would about 60 girls last summer with lack of rooms. In an attempt to provide the needed space to house the transfers.

Since last week there has been a total of 12 girls in the same situation in the basement. In the meantime one has moved into an open room resulting from a cancellation and 3 others have acquired off-campus quarters.

The book exchange is scheduled from August 27 to September 1 along with the money name, address and selling price on Wednesday, August 28 with their Tuesday, August 27, or Wednesday, August 28, and the Crow Brothers Band.

Activities Night, which will last from 7 p.m. to midnight in the LaFortune Student Center, is a community-wide event in which all campus clubs and organizations are on display. Activities Night chairmain Mark Nishan estimates that over 60 clubs will be reprented.

"It'll be a fine time for freshmen and upperclassmen to get involved in University life," he noted. Nishan discussed the wide variety of clubs available at Notre Dame, including geographic, athletic, community service, and hobby clubs as well as Student Government and the publications.

Activities Day, the mini-Activities Night for new students, was held in LaFortune Monday morning despite ongoing renovation to the student center. Eight hundred students attended this Activities Day where eighteen organizations assembled.

"We have already had an enormous amount of cooperation from everybody, particularly Dr. Emil Hofman and Fr. David Schlaiver," he said. Nishan foresees few problems with Activities Night and LaFortune renovation coinciding.

"We're hopeful that the picnic dinner will be working out and LaFortune will be livable at that time," he stated.

"Carney '74" which will feature a picnic dinner, contests, games, and WSN/WDN broadcasts, will be held on the South Quad Tuesday and will be open to the entire ND-SMC community.

The day's activities, beginning at 4 p.m. and continuing until dark, will be free for ND residents but the picnic dinner will be provided to off-campus students, administrators, faculty, and staff for one dollar. SMC students will be required to present meal cards at the picnic.

Off-campus students may buy tickets for the picnic at the Registration centers or at the Student Government Office. Ticket distribution plans for non-students will be announced later.

"Carney '74" is what Campus Orientation Chairmain Drew Costarino called "the climax of a very successful orientation program."

"All hall programs were apparently successful," Costarino noted. "The campus programs so far have been more successful than we hoped they would be."

Costarino added that his committee "received enormous amounts of cooperation from everyone we worked with, particularly Dr. Emil Hofman and Fr. David Schlaiver."

Other orientation committee members are Alice Harrington, Mary Iden, Mary Grove, Tom Webber, Lern Bradford, and Nishan.

This year's schedule of activities included an ice cream social for transfer students for the first time, Costarino stated. Campus tours, housing advice, general counseling, and a Transfer Reception Breakfast highlighted the transfer student program.

The orientation program also provided over 500 freshman parents with extensive tours. The campus committee sponsored a "Friday Night at the Movies" and a Sunday night rock and folk concert at Stopenian.

Costarino emphasized that the main goal in orientation is played by the hall orientation staffs. "The campus committee's main concern is in coordinating hall activities and sponsoring campus events which welcome and acclimate students to Notre Dame life," he observed.

An estimated three hundred hall workers organized and executed hall orientation efforts.

INTERESTED IN POLLUTION? NEED A SCIENCE ELECTIVE? IF SO, SIGN UP FOR MANAND HIS ENVIRONMENT CE 213, 2:00 MWF NO PREREQUISITES

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Invitation to all students with instrumental experience in Strings, Woodwinds, Brass and Percussion to join the:

Notre Dame Orchestra (with or without credit)
Ralph Lane, Conductor
Charles Blonde, Associate Conductor

Sister Jean Lenz, rector of Farley Hall, hopes for enough beds to empty to accommodate most in the basement motel by the end of this fall. However, if there is not sufficient space by the first home football game, those living there must find other lodging. The beds will then be occupied by weekend guests.

"Still, those in the farley Motel are the only ones willing to live in those vacant beds. Some are temporarily staying with friends either on or off campus."

"It'll be a fine time for freshm en to live in basem ent of Farley," he said. Students interested in buying books can purchase them at these appointed hours:

- Tuesday, August 27: 1 to 5 p.m.
- Wednesday, August 28: 1 to 10 p.m.
- Friday, August 30: 1 to 5 p.m.
- Sunday, September 1: 1 to 5 p.m.

The book exchange is a non-profit group organized solely for convenience in book-buying and selling. La Fortune Student Union handle over $2000 without charging a commission for any books sold. Again this year the SU will try to sell most of the books at no commission.
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Since last week there has been a total of 12 girls in the same situation in the basement. In the meantime one has moved into an open room resulting from a cancellation and 3 others have acquired off-campus quarters.

The book exchange is a non-profit group organized solely for convenience in book-buying and selling. La Fortune Student Union handle over $2000 without charging a commission for any books sold. Again this year the SU will try to sell most of the books at no commission.
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The most memorable event of this summer, this year, perhaps our generation, is the historic resignation of Richard M. Nixon. Enough has already been said, already written, but enough has not been done. Nixon deceived us and he deceived himself. He betrayed himself in his hope that he would not be caught. He betrayed our trust and deceived us by assuming that we, who had elected him, were naive enough to acquit him. Whatever we do, we cannot allow him a reprieve, the final satisfaction an ‘easy’ resignation minus an investigation and prosecution. To do this would be to follow his example as we would be compromising ourselves and our beliefs.

There is no denying that Nixon is a strong man. To do what he did and still personally believe that he was somehow justified in his actions takes guts. On the other hand, it could point to ignorance or isolation from the desires of the people, yet another deceit.

In any case, Nixon deserves more than he is getting. The United States has pursued such injustices as over the world. Now is the time to consider our own mistakes and give Nixon the treatment he has given us.

We recommend continued investigation of Richard Nixon but only within our heritage of due process of law.

— Oliphant —

Too Easy

I have returned here for four years, sharing the end of a summer’s warm idle dreams and the beginning of nine months of study usually ending in an absurd balance of frustrations and incidental fulfillsments. Each year I miss those who have graduated and gone on, and welcome the freshmen who have come to replace them.

The freshman is an insipiring figure: we possess his dreams, his hopes, his potentials, yet his are brighter, un tarnished by the experiences which taint our wiser returns each fall. I can recall when I was the naive college student, closed to hurt, his battle was perpetual, he battled an enemy that could not be beaten. Mine was just beginning: an optimistic scramble, a noble crusade that spoke of the eternal warmth of springtimes and summer’s end, and which robs the toy swords and Christmas candles of their glitter, to dull and extinguish that energy with which a child swears that he will never lay down that sword, nor douse that candle. Michael grew dim and we nearly lost touch with him. He was forgotten by many; idealized by the few who knew him before he was overcome with the senility of shunned concerns and discouraged capabilities.

A year and a half passed, No one mentioned Michael’s name anymore, his concerns were long dead for us. For all we knew, he had acquiesced to the bourgeoisie bureaucracy and silently he had always loathed. Surely, they had swallowed him up. But, I could not believe his pilgrimage had ended for he had always been true and dedicated to the strategies of his mind.

Shortly before I returned to school last year, I was visiting with an old friend, one who had introduced me to Michael. The lapse of time since our last meeting provided many topics and questions, random news and family gossip. And as we sipped tea one morning at breakfast I found out about Michael. I found out that my assumptions had been correct. I found out that he had not succumbed, that he had persevered faithfully in his search, in his battle. Those against him continued to laugh, shrugging him off, closing their eyes, their hearts, their minds to the lessons he needed to teach them. I am convinced that Michael drove on, knowing he was better than all the world. Learned to believe that he had made his contribution, that he kept travelling on his road gutted with weak, faceless, vicious people.

The next issue The Observer will be published on Friday, August 30, 1974.
the peace corps worker in walsh
by mary ellcn mcandrews

Uncommon glimpses

The plane landed in Bangkok at three in the afternoon. It was quite a jump from the coolness of England climate, was something she would never get used to. It was on the ride downtown to the hotel, noticing all the street signs and billboards printed in Thai, that it dawned upon her that she was at home no longer, that she was in a strange country.

The hospital in which Joanne was to work lay ten minutes northeast of the city. The hospital was surrounded by the homes in which the doctors and their families lived and the series of single apartments where Joanne and her students would live. Joanne's apartment, a simple structure containing the open kitchen floor which included the kitchen, a room that had no refrigerator and whose stove was a hot plate. It was almost inevitable that some tension would be felt on both sides and Joanne would feel frustrated. Yet she did become very close to a girl name Galayane. Her father, a radiologist, was the director of the hospital in which Joanne worked. "Aung" as she was commonly called and Joanne was not going to lose her.

(continued on page 12)
Joanne brought back some beautiful gifts: a handpainted teakwood vase her students had given her, yards of Thai silk, earthenware pottery and temple rubbings she had done herself. Besides those things she reflected on the intangibles that had been gotten from her two year experience. Joanne said she had really wanted to be known for herself and happily she felt that she had.

"The Peace Corps was an avenue to get there but it was just that, a means only...It being back now I'd be a lot more myself and a lot more open...I've had two years with them and I know they're my friends...I have such a love for the Thais and Thailand. They were so good to me."

To the answer to the always asked question of did she think she did any good, Joanne responded: "I don't know--I realize what I learned. You get involved in a project. You absorb their culture. You find out there are ways of doing things that you don't change in two years."

Still, Joanne's reflections ended only on an optimistic note. Those two years were very important to her and there is nothing more she would like to do than to be able to return and spend a summer there. Right now Joanne is in the middle of working on her doctorate. But maybe in two years when it is all over she will reward herself with a return trip to Thailand. She holds that hope in the back of her mind and her eyes alight, she tells me.

"I can see myself getting in from Bangkok, getting off the 5:20 train in Lampang, going to see the director..."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>WEEKEND JOB</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indiana’s Largest Lake Developer Needs Several Ambitious Seniors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Or Grad Students To Work Weekends Thru October Near Lake Wawasee.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gas Paid. Free Housing. Minimum $60.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALL C. STONE (219)636-7189</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CAMPUS VIEW APARTMENTS**

One & Two Bedroom Furnished Apartments

Some Ready For Occupancy. Others Under Construction - All Will Be Completed By Sept. 30

**WE WILL HOUSE YOU TEMPORARILY UNTIL YOUR UNIT IS READY.**

For Information, Call 277-0911
Or Visit Stoneridge Apartments
On Ironwood, Just North Of
The Indiana Toll Road,
Between 10:00 And 6:00 Daily.

---

**YEARBOOK THE DOME**

Staff Needed

(especially freshmen!)

**DEPARTMENTS:**

Sports  
Student Life  
Seniors  
Organizations  
Photography

CALL 2111 OR 7524
LEARN TO -

SKYDIVE

MARSHAL COUNTY PARACHUTE CENTER
3 MILES NORTH OF EDWARDSBURG MICHIGAN ON M-62

CLASSES START AT 10:30 A.M. IND. TIME
AT THE MCPC AIRPORT

COST: $125
INCLUDES:
GROUND SCHOOL
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
10 JUMPS

$60
INCLUDES:
GROUND SCHOOL
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
1 JUMP
Charles Lindbergh dies at age 72

Honolulu, -UPI-Charles A. Lindbergh, 72, the "Lone Eagle" who flew alone across the Atlantic in 1927, died yesterday.

Lindbergh died on the island of Maui, his Physician, Dr. Milton Howell, announced.

Howell said the famed flier died of a malignant tumor of the lymphatic system.

Howell said Lindbergh spent the last weeks of his life planning his own funeral. He was buried at a simple private ceremony this today.

Lindbergh had been under treatment for the malignancy for several weeks at the Columbia University Medical Center in New York City.

He returned to the island of Maui last week. When told he could go home to die, Lindbergh said he did not wish to go to his Connecticut home, but wanted to return to Maui because "that is my home."

Howell said Lindbergh, 72, the "Lone Eagle," had arranged for a little cottage by the sea where he could die. The cottage was located at Hana on the southern tip of the island of Maui where the Lindberghs had maintained a home for several years.

Howell said Lindbergh's wife, Anne and a son, Land, were with him at the time of death.

Howell said Lindbergh made no final statement but said "his final theme was that he would like for his actions in coming to Hana in having a simple funeral to be in itself a constructive act."

There were three distance phases in the life at position an the in the war.

The first was as the most noted aviator of his time and as an internationally acclaimed American hero. This phase began when he made his historic trip to Paris from New York in May, 1927, and continued through several years of good will flights and activities for the advancement of aviation during which he received honors from his own and foreign countries such as never before were given a private citizen.

The second was as the central and tragic events of the world wars. His daredevil stunts against the heinous methods of the enemy countries which were to be some of his greatest triumphs.

The third phase was as a factor in the world affairs during which he became a world leader against involvement of the United States in a foreign war. From a position of worldwide eminence which he gained him the status of international emissary of American good will, he became, thru his wide trips, a center of fierce controversy.

He was a representative of the American war effort, received the highest honors in the world in his boyish face and his name.

His FLIGHT was mathematical and precise. He jum ped into the cockpit of his plane at Roosevelt Field the morning of May 20, 1927, with a sense of purpose and the words, "Well I am off." He landed at Le Bourget Field, Paris, 33 hours and 29 minutes later to smile and utter the simple declarative sentence, "I'm Charles Lindbergh.

The letters of introduction with which he had equipped himself were not needed, for the whole world knows by then his boyish face and his name.

FRANCE took the birdsman in his arms and, thru, its president and other representatives, bestowed on him his highest honors. His arrivals in Belgium and England were greeted with the same ardor and tumult, and the kings of those countries decorated him with medals.

The Lindberghs' home on an American warship to a rising welcome, conceded he had been the greatest giver ever accorded to an American. He was granted by President Coolidge and decorated by him at ceremonies that rivaled any ever in the capital.

When the war which he fought so hard to prevent that he sacrificed his position as the nation's number one hero, came at last with the dying Japanese bombers at Pearl harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, the Lindberghs issued a statement pledging for national unity and calling attention to the need of building up our war strength.

Acting on his own advice, Lindbergh immediately volunteered to return to active duty in the Army Air Force and offered his technical services to the War Department. In 1944 he was in the Gilbert Islands instructing Navy pilots with new tricks in high altitude flying and conducting stratospheric experiments that helped make the p-47 Thunderbolt top dog in the war over Europe.

At long last, late, in 1949, newsm en finally learned the inside story of Lindbergh's pre-war patriotic activities. It was disclosed that the United States Air Force had more to Lindbergh for its development into a modernized fighting unit than to any other individual.

It was learned that President Roosevelt summoned members of the War Department appropriations subcommittee to the White House in the winter of 1939-40 and told them of receiving Lindbergh secret report almost three years earlier.

According to the military story, the idea of enlisting Lindbergh's services originated with Maj. Truman Smith, then military attache to Berlin. Smith had tried every way he knew to get information on German air strength.

Finally, he suggested to Hig Wilson, career diplomat and then ambassador to Germany, that Lindbergh be asked to help. Smith was aware that Marshal Goering head of the Nazi air force, was a pompous, blustering man who might seek to impress the world renowned Lone Eagle.

(continued on page 19)
U.N. Secretary confident of peace

LONDON (UPI) - U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim flew back to New York Tuesday from widening Cyprus peace soundings with little prospect of an early solution but confident the conflict will be solved by negotiation and not by war.

Waldheim conferred lengthily with British Foreign Minister David Ennals during a two hour stopover at London's Heathrow airport on his arrival from Athens. He also held talks with government leaders in Ankara and Cyprus.

"We have not been able to overcome the existing difficulties," he told a news conference. He said that the governments of Greece and Britain underscored again in Tuesday's talks that is stands for a sovereign, independent Cyprus and favors easy peace talks in the tripartite framework of Turkey, Greece and Britain. This also is the view of the United States.

Greece, however, has accepted in principle the Soviet proposal for an international conference with the participation of the 15 members of the Security Council.

Britain underscored again in Tuesday's talks that is stands for a sovereign, independent Cyprus and favors easy peace talks in the tripartite framework of Turkey, Greece and Britain. This also is the view of the United States.

Greece, however, has accepted in principle the Soviet proposal for an international conference with the participation of the 15 members of the Security Council.

"We need a new approach to this new situation... the issue will have to come before the Security Council," he said.

In Athens, he said the Greek government told him that it is opposed to a partition of Cyprus into two federated states.

In Ankara, Waldheim said the Turks had assured him they want an independent and sovereign Cyprus, but with two different local administrations.

"I have the firm impression that all governments with whom I have discussed this question have the intention to solve this problem through negotiations and not through new hostilities," he said.

"We need a new approach to this new situation... the issue will have to come before the Security Council," he said.

In Athens, he said the Greek government told him that it is opposed to a partition of Cyprus into two federated states.

In Ankara, Waldheim said the Turks had assured him they want an independent and sovereign Cyprus, but with two different local administrations.
Four 12-year old runaways still missing

NEW YORK (UPI) - Four 12-year old girls, two from New Jersey and two from Long Island, were still missing Tuesday, three days after the running away from home.

Authorities in Ridgefield Park, N. J. said they received an apparently false report shortly before noon that Denise Mayo of Ridgefield Park and her cousin, Angela Mayo of Saddle Brook, Saddle Brook had been seen returning to the Garden State.

The spokesman said the search for the Mayo cousins, whom authorities identified as runaways, was switched to New York after several persons said they saw the girls board a New York bound Saturday night bus.

A 13-state alarm was issued for the two girls, whom authorities identified as runaways, just before noon that Denise Mayo of Saddle Brook and her cousin, Angela Mayo of Saddle Brook, were seen returning to the Garden State.
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LaFortune renovation progressing

Editor's Note: This article appeared in the August 24 issue of the Observer in a different form. Because of technical errors, this story by Copy Editor Jeanne Murphy is being reprinted.

by Jeanne Murphy
Copy Editor

Renovation in LaFortune is extensive, encompassing areas used by students most frequently. According to Fr. David Schlaver, director of student activities, completion of the building is estimated for the beginning of the fall term next year.

Last year the Board of Trustees allotted $250,000 for the LaFortune renovation. According to Schlaver, the work in the original plans has already exceeded the amount awarded.

Renovation of the Rathskellar was not included in the original renovation draft. Yet money can be found for such changes if the Rathskellar is used by student organizations.

The primary target in the LaFortune renovation was to relocate and rebuild the offices on the second and third floors which house student publications, Student Government and Student Union.

Schlaver explained that the task of moving all the publications to the third floor and government offices to the second has essentially been completed.

"It is not so much a building or the condition that keeps people away," he continued, "we need more initiative to plan activities."

The next project involves extending the side stairwells to the third floor while removing the old stairs, thereby allowing more space in certain areas. Schlaver explained plans call for an additional extending in the back over the pool room. To do this, "a revamping of the whole service committee is not at the stage for finalizing any plans concerning complete renovation.

The Rathskellar is in a "holding pattern", Schlaver stated, because no plans have been made to rebuild this room. He would like to set up a permanent coffee house to encourage more student organizations to initiate events.

Many questions come into play involving the Huddle, Schlaver commented. For example, what kind of food will be served once the renovation is completed? Will the old equipment suffice, or are new utensils needed?

Another important question is whether the Huddle must be closed during construction.

Although the funds have been allotted for this project, the Huddle is less busy. Schlaver believes that the service might be cut off for a time, preferably next summer when the

Braille Playboy

Albany, Ore. (AP)—The Albany Public Library has placed Playboy magazine on display in Braille. The bi-inch-thick periodical is part of the library's services for the handicapped.

Winter is coming, and the library, like many others, is trying to attract more people into its halls. The Braille Playboy is an attempt to do just that.

The library has had some success with its Braille materials, but finding something as popular as Playboy has proved to be difficult. The library's director, John Smith, said, "We've tried everything, but Playboy is a tough one."

The library has received some criticism for placing the magazine on display, but Smith said, "We're just trying to be as accommodating as possible."

Many questions come into play involving the Huddle, Schlaver commented. For example, what kind of food will be served once the renovation is completed? Will the old equipment suffice, or are new utensils needed?

Another important question is whether the Huddle must be closed during construction.

Although the funds have been allotted for this project, the Huddle is less busy. Schlaver believes that the service might be cut off for a time, preferably next summer when the

Editor's Note: This article story by Copy Editor Jeanne Murphy is being reprinted.
Delta seeks perfection

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The day has passed when the space agency could be happy with a rocket boasting nine successful satellite launchings out of 10. A case in point is the Delta, a workhorse launcher that began in 1960 as the product of an "interim" marriage of the Air Force Thor missile and the pioneering, trouble-plagued Vanguard rocket.

In the succeeding 14 years, 102 models of the Delta have been launched. The last Delta launched, on May 17, developed problems and just barely got its new type, $15 million weather satellite high enough in orbit.

Cost-conscious NASA management quickly named a high-level committee to see what was going wrong in recent years with the rocket that once had 36 of 38 successful flights.

Seven more satellites are to be launched by Deltas this year, from Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., with the next shot set tentatively for late September from Florida. A Total of 44 Deltas is to fly through 1977, including eight carrying commercial communications satellites and 17 carrying spacecraft owned by other nations.

The Delta originally was designed to have a 90 per cent success rate, which the NASA committee said was appropriate considering the days.

"The risks to investment, and to NASA's and the nation's prestige, are such that in the committee's judgment, it is no longer acceptable to discuss Delta in terms of a 90 per cent reliability goal," the panel said in a report recently made public.

"A new philosophy and attitude is needed. According to the committee's opinion, this reliability goal should approach 100 per cent. This position is not considered unreasonable in view of the demonstrated success of other NASA achievements.

Farley House

The Farley Guest House located in the basement of the hall, will be ready for occupancy this weekend for female friends of Notre Dame students. Each guest must be registered by a Notre Dame host at least a couple days in advance.

The hotel was established last year in the hopes of accommodating the large number of female guests visiting the campus every weekend. The room for thirty six girls in the basement.

The following rules govern the guest area:

1. No girl under 17 may be registered in the guest area.
2. No large group of women may register themselves in the guest area or be registered by one Notre Dame host.
3. Weekend Guests: Notre Dame beds are asked to accompany their weekend guests to Farley Hall Guest Area and check them in between 4:00 - 5:30 and 7:30 - 9:00 pm on Friday night. Reservations will be cancelled if guests are not checked in by 11:00 pm. Check in on Saturday can be arranged with the resident assistant, Janne Earley.
4. Mid-Week Guests: Notre Dame students may make arrangements for guests who are on campus during the week by contacting the resident assistant, Janne Earley.

Sunshine Promotions Presents

Van Morrison

and Special Guest

Dave Loggins

Sunday Sept. 15 - 7:30 P.M.

NOTRE DAME

Convocation Center

Mail Orders

Mail Orders

OnlY

ALL ORDER

Ticket Prices:

---

LIMIT 2 TICKETS PER PERSON

Important:

Student Tickets Will Go On Sale Thursday Aug. 29 At 1:00 P.M. And Only Until Friday Aug. 30 At 5:00. If Any Tickets Remain At 5:00 Friday, They Will Be Used To Fill Surplus

Mail Orders

Ford Hits Housing

WASHINGTON UPI—President Ford bore down Tuesday on the problems of the depressed housing industry, which has taken a beating from inflation, high interest rates and a . . .

Budget and Impoundment Control

by Valerie Zurbitus

Staff Reporter
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Summer Fatalities

On May 17, two members of the women's crew were involved in a fatal car accident in Emporia, Kansas on the way to the Wichita River Festival. Three other girls and one other soldier suffered injuries.

Beth Storey and Boni Burton died when the car they were riding in struck a tree after a tire on the trailer. Beth Corbin received a broken nose and facial lacerations. Matt Gumble suffered contusions.

Jody Gormley received a hairline fracture of her leg. Clete Grahan, Mari Gumble suffered contusions. Ankle, and a sprained knee.

Lindbergh Dead

(continued from page 14)

THIS FIRST radio talk set a
tone for the many others which followed.

During 1940 Lindbergh talked frequently in the interests of peace, appealing to all who believed in building strength at home rather than in war abroad.

In August, Sen. Claude Pepper (D., Fla.) denounced him on the floor of the Senate as one of the fifth column in this country.

In January, 1941, Lindbergh testified before the House foreign affairs committee in opposition to the lend-lease act, and the next month he told the Senate foreign affairs committee that the only effect of the lend-lease act would be prolongation of the war.

Lindbergh joined the American First Committee in April, 1941, and made his first talk as a member in Chicago April 17, where a huge throng greeted him at the Chicago Arena.

The following week at an American First rally in New York he said the British had already lost the war and were keeping on only because they expected the help of the United States soldiers. He asserted that we could not win the war for England, regardless of two much assistance we gave her.

“THIS SPEECH” brought a return to the American First." Roosevelt at his next press conference. The President spoke bluntly of the opponents of Civil War days and said that Lindbergh and others were like the appeasers of the Revolutionary and Civil Wars.

Glee Club Audition

Auditions for the Glee Club, the Chapelle Choir and the Chapel Chorus continue today and tomorrow. Places are also available in the University Chorus without a required audition.

The Glee Club is a group of eighty young men who put on two concerts.

The Glee Club is a group of eighty young men who put on two concerts a year and many other activities. Interested men call 3852 or contact Mike Sevigny, Craig Spengel, Jeff Brunner, Bill Histed or Paul Shy.

The newest organization in the Chorale is a group of mixed voices putting on campus and off-campus concerts. Interested persons may stop by music department to sign up for auditions.

Starting its second year the Chapelle Choir sings for the 10-45 mass and university festivities and functions. Stop by the Music department or call 3350 or 6352.

People interested in joining the University Chorus which will perform two on-campus concerts may attend the organizational meeting and open house at 7 p.m. Monday, September 7.
Clements, Bullock lead Irish ‘O’

by Bill Delaney

The 1974 edition of the Fighting Irish Football team continued preparations for the upcoming season with a full scrimmage last Saturday afternoon in the stadium. The team, which has been practicing here since August 14, culminated ten days of double sessions with this scrimmage, which was played under game realty conditions.

“We like to come out and play under these conditions to attempt to give the players as much early field practice as possible. The officials, down markers and clock bring a sense of immediacy to reality to these scrimmages.”

The workout, which lasted five quarters, featured some very bright highlights, including a 77 yard punt return by freshman Ronnie Culline, and the steady, dependable performance of fullback Wayne Bullock. Bullock gained 129 yards in 21 carries, scoring two touchdowns on a 12 and eight yard carries.

As far as the scrimmage went, the squad was broken down in three offensive and defensive units with each seeing a good deal of action. Tom Clements, one of Notre Dame’s All-American candidates, led the first team offense throughout much of the game, despite a slow start, displayed much of his fine form during the second half. Clements completed eight of sixteen passes for 120 yards, and scored a touchdown on a six yard run. Frank Allocco, who also saw some Clements’ backup display his flair for the roll out, as he led the first and second unit on three excellent drives.

Ron Goodman and Al Samuel were Bullock’s running mates in the number one backfield, and both seem to be filling the void caused by the injury to Eric Penick and the absence of Al Houston.

The defensive team, considered one of the finest in the country, has lost several key players to injury, but the defensive line play pleased Coach Joe Yonto. Junior Steve Niehaus, hoping to have a full healthy season, is at defensive end, along with Jim Stock. Mike Fanning and Kevin Nosbusch are at the tackle position, and both showed solid performances. The linebacking crew of Greg Collins, Sherm Smith and Drew Mahalic provided hard-hitting and good pursuit during the course of the afternoon.

Perhaps the area of greatest concern for the Irish is the defensive backfield, and Saturday’s scrimmage led to even greater speculation. The graduation of Mike Townsend and excellent kickoff and the dismissal of Luther Bradley caused some serious problems for the coaching staff. Tim Simon and Bob Zanot, the key contenders for the vacant positions now have been lost for the entire season with knee injuries.

With this scrimmage came the first opportunity for the freshmen to display their talents. Quarterback Joe Montana led the third team offense in a long drive, with his pass to Nick DeFacco the key play. Ken MacAfee’s strength and blocking ability at tight end gave Coach Parseghian a mild surprise “It’s just too early to know about the freshmen” noted Parseghian “With this scrimmage being filmed, we can take a good long look at what we have, and can make some evaluations that are needed.”

The team will practice throughout the week, with another scrimmage scheduled for this afternoon. Mark Brennan who has a strained Achilles tendon, will be lost indefinitely as will Zanot and Simon. With the season opener only twelve days away, Coach Parseghian and his staff have their work cut out for them. Saturday’s scrimmage provided a glimpse of the potential the Irish have and masked the steady improvement the team has shown this fall. As Parseghian emphasized, “We were a better team on Wednesday and Zanot during Saturday’s scrimmage. Junior Randy Payne, who had a great Blue-Gold Game, and freshman Randy Harrison, have come in to fill the vacancies, and sophomore John Dubonnet has done a good job at strong safety.”

With this scrimmage came the first opportunity for the freshmen to display their talents. Quarterback Joe Montana led the third team offense in a long drive, with his pass to Nick DeFacco the key play. Ken MacAfee’s strength and blocking ability at tight end gave Coach Parseghian a mild surprise “It’s just too early to know about the freshmen” noted Parseghian “With this scrimmage being filmed, we can take a good long look at what we have, and can make some evaluations that are needed.”

The team will practice throughout the week, with another scrimmage scheduled for this afternoon. Mark Brennan who has a strained Achilles tendon, will be lost indefinitely as will Zanot and Simon. With the season opener only twelve days away, Coach Parseghian and his staff have their work cut out for them. Saturday’s scrimmage provided a glimpse of the potential the Irish have and masked the steady improvement the team has shown this fall. As Parseghian emphasized, “We were a better team on Wednesday and Zanot during Saturday’s scrimmage. Junior Randy Payne, who had a great Blue-Gold Game, and freshman Randy Harrison, have come in to fill the vacancies, and sophomore John Dubonnet has done a good job at strong safety.”

“T he most important thing about the front four as it is now is that they’ve all been there before. Jim, Kevin, Mike and Steve all have the experience, and they’ve all performed well for us in the past.”

Perhaps the most inexperienced of the four is Niehaus who just can’t seem to make it past that fourth game of the season. The “S” junior however, is also the quickest of the four, and appears to be handling the switch to end without much difficulty.

“T here’s no question that Steve is fast enough to play end,” said Yonto. “His knee (the second season injury he’s had in two years) seems to be fine, his weight is fine, and really, he’s quick as a cat.”

“T he stock market can be interesting also, even more so for those who win.”

Distribution of football tickets set

The student ticket distribution concerning football tickets was announced this week with tickets being exchanged for athletic certification cards at the ticket sales windows on the second floor of the ACC on the following dates: SENIORS: (Seventh and Eighth Semester Students Only): Wednesday, August 28, 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

JUNIORS, GRADUATE, LAW and all students in ninth semester or higher: Thursday, August 29, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

FRESHMEN: Friday, August 30, 1:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

NOTE: Issuing time for the above includes the noon hour.

You are reminded that no student may possess more than four (4) certifications for seating, and if you desire to sit with a St. Mary’s student whose class is the same as yours, she must accompany you to the ticket window in order to sit together.

Graduate and Law school students must pay a fee of $18.00 for a season ticket. Band members and perspective band members will not be issued student tickets, but must turn in athletic certification cards to the Band Director in Washington Hall.

Married Students must present their athletic certification cards together with evidence of the marital status to the ticket office in the ACC between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Wednesday, August 28 or Thursday, August 29, along with the fee of $18.00. Those in the receipt that you’ll receive to the ticket office between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., on Tuesday, September 3 to pick up your tickets.

Lastly, but most importantly, you must have an ID card for admission to all home football games.

OBSE SER V E R
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Depth is key to front four success

by Greg Corgan

It’s a little like the stock market crash. One day you’re rich, the next day you’re poor. Defensive line coach Joe Yonto isn’t exactly poor, but he enjoyed a little more wealth and good fortune last season. With George Haydock graduated and Ross Browner and Willie Fry unavailable for action this season Yonto finds his front line strength somewhat depleted.

“Obviously the thing we’re looking for this year is depth,” said Yonto who is starting his eleventh year at Notre Dame. “Of course we lost Ross and Willie, and although Jim Stock’s shoulder is still ailing along fine he was out for all of the spring season. So for now, we’re working with everybody, we’re concerned with depth.”

Despite the high talent losses, the front four right now is enough to scare any opposing coach. Stock, who started all eleven games for the Irish last year, is the right end while 278 pound Steve Niehaus has been moved to the left end position. Seniors Mike Fanning, and Kevin Nosbusch hold down the tackle spots.

“We wanted to do,” said Yonto, “to take the best people and fill them into the top four spots without too much regard for position.”

“The most important thing about the front four as it is now is that they’ve all been there before. Jim, Kevin, Mike and Steve all have the experience, and they’ve all performed well for us in the past.”

“All the kids are working hard, I’m quite pleased with our group.” Kevin Nosbusch did a good job last season, had a lot of pressure on him, and so far this fall has played very well. Mike Fanning is working hard as usual. He’s in excellent shape, and he works to stay that way. Mike did a fine job last year and has continued to do so this fall, and Jim Stock is solid at the right end.”

When Yonto mentions that he needs depth, it’s not as if he doesn’t have any at all. Two freshmen, Ernie Hughes and Pat Blackburn and sophomore Tony Zappala are the backup people at the ends while Nick Federenko, Jay Achterhof, and freshman Jeff Weston are the number two tackles.

What pleases Yonto the most is that all of his charges are working their hardest. Yonto has always been concerned with competition among his linemen.

“It would have been interesting to have seen the battles that would have developed had Willie and Ross been here this fall. It also would have been nice since I wouldn’t be so concerned with acquiring depth. But that’s life, and that’s the past. For the present, the situation improves day by day. It should be a very interesting season, and I suspect that things will eventually fall into place. But it’ll be a long road.”

The stock market can be interesting also, even more so for those who win.